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Backstory

Marine is young - too young to endeavor great things.
But Marine is a fighter and she refuses to accept fate.

Because her fate is 5d3b920ae0
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I've been looking through Aldorleas games for a long time now on their website and thought I should start at the beggining, since
they have so many games. I was expecting Millennium it to be like most of developers first games and not be incredibly good,
honest. I thought it would be all standard RTP and have little substance, I was very very wrong. Millennium really suprised me,
from the very start it was awesome! There are so many great features to this game so i'll break it down a little bit. Graphics -
Great use of space on the maps, Aldorlea didn't just plonk everything down randomly , some real thought has gone into the
placement and planing of maps, the towns give a great feeling of size and depth. A big mistake lots of RPG's make is to make a
village in the middle of no where and set every house 3 feet from their neightbour, while convienient for the player it's not
realistic. Millennium rarely makes this mistake. The character art is amazing, I love the style and that they have steered clear of
the standard anime-esk facesets that lots RPG games of late have been using. Sound - The music is great too! I don't usually
enjoy the soundtrack when I'm playing an Indie RPG is all seems the same, Millenium has really done well with it's music. I'm
not sure if it was custom made for the game or not, but i've played so many RPG's and I havnt heard it before. Gameplay I think
having mouse support is something that more RPGs should be using, When you're relaxing with a new game and it's getting late
no one likes to be huddled over their keyboard getting hand cramps :P The comat is well balanced, and being able to call a fairy
for heal and deal damage for you during combat is a great idea I havn't seen before. The interation between player and NPC's is
really well written, I didn't get an urge to just pound the keyboard / mouse to skip the NPC dialog, It was really enjoyable to
read. Story Without giving away the story for anyone who is about to start playing, All I will say is Awesome! you will not be
disapointed. Now I can't throw all this Positive at you without giving you a critisism The mouse pathfinding isn't great! thats it,
that's the negitive.. So, after playing (or wasting) 16+ hours, I came to realise I was rather becoming more and more frustrated
as the game progressed. The initial enthusiasm soon was gone. This is a actually decent try that unfortunately fails halfway to
win the RPG gamer's heart. Because, graphically, the game is indeed undoubtedly gorgeous, whereas, technically, the battle
system is deeply flawed. The character progression cannot be seen clearly as the characters become stronger. I felt as if there
was no consistency.. Fun and challenging RPGMaker (JRPG) game. My major complaint is that there is no steam overlay
support (can't take a screenshot, no steam notifications when I get a msg, etc.), the alt to this is playing it in window mode,
which is locked at a really low res (640x480?). That being said I picked up the rest of the series in bundles or steam sale and
look fwd to playing them.. Standard RPG fair to begin with, story is a bit standard fight the evil government by assembling a
team of heroes but still a good investment for your time.. love this game. I love this game! Monsters aren't too tough to beat,
which is great because I hate grinding. Good story line and game controls. Looking forward to downloading the rest of the
series. Definitely recommend.
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